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Down the Waterfall is a top-down sock pattern that was inspired by water crashing down a
waterfall. It uses lace stitches to portray the water and trees and features a heel flap heel
with gusset decreases at the bottom of the foot.

Yarn: 100 grams of fingering weight sock yarn.
Yarn used in example is Schachenmayr Regia Winter Stars (75% wool 25% nylon, 459 yards
or 420 meters per 100 grams) in colourway Petrol
Gauge: 8 stitches and 11 rows is 1 inch or 2.5 cm in stockinette stitch
Needles: 2.25 mm (US 1) or size needed to obtain gauge
Materials needed: Needles for working small circumferences in the round, at least 3
stitch markers and a tapestry needle
Techniques used: French heel, gusset decreases at bottom of foot, kitchener stitch
Size: Small (58 stitches), Medium (66 stitches) and Large (74 stitches)
Note about sizing: the stretch of this sock is comparable to a vanilla sock

Please read before you start:

• Make sure to pick the sock size that would give
you a bit of negative ease because lace stitches look
their best when slightly stretched

• When more than one number is given, the first ap-
plies to size Small, the second to Medium, and the
third one to Large

Abbreviations:
K Knit
P Purl
Sl Slip stitch (as if to purl)
YO Yarnover
K2tog Knit 2 stitches together
K3tog Knit 3 stitches together
Ssk Sl1 k-wise, sl1 k-wise, place on LHN, k2tog

through back loop
P2tog Purl 2 stitches together
Wyib With yarn in back of work
SM Slip marker

I. CUFF

Cast on 58 (66, 74) stitches and join for knitting in the
round. Start working chart A, repeating it twice per
round and for a total of 18 rounds.

Note about reading the charts:
For Small: work all the blank stitches

For Medium: work the blank and yellow stitches
For Large: work all the stitches

II. LEG

Once the cuff is finished, continue with chart B. Chart
B is repeated twice per round. Work rows 1-12 a total
of 5 (5, 5) times. The total leg length will be 78 rounds,
excluding the heel flap. For a longer repeat chart B once


